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A dominant theme for Friedrich Nietzsche, one that he often employs 
to punctuate and dramatise key theoretical concerns, is the distinction be-
tween �truth� and �lie.� While Nietzsche�s �truth/lie thematic� finds expres-
sion through a number of concepts on the nature of human deceit, its role 
within his philosophy may be organised in accordance with three major 
fields of investigation: morality (where the lie is exaggerated and polemi-
cised), the critique of knowledge (which advances the notion of truth as fic-
tion), and aesthetics (where the lie is recast into a positive sense). 

Although this tripartite framework is heuristic, its value for the exami-
nation of the truth/lie thematic is twofold: it clarifies the essential problems 
in Nietzsche�s philosophical treatment and application of this theme � which 
upon a cursory analysis appear confused and unproductive � while at the 
same time providing a perspective that foregrounds the cumulative effect of 
his thought � a dissolution of the conventional semantic integrity distin-
guishing �truth� from �lie.� 

This paper examines the semantic innovation in Nietzsche�s truth/lie 
thematic, an approach that calls into question the positions of interpretation 
adopted in his philosophy. While Nietzsche�s semantic transformation of 
truth and lie serves to undermine dogmatic systems of thought, his ultimate 
advocacy of �art� nullifies all claims to �truth� conceived in any traditional 
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philosophical sense. 
In this manner, the semantic question of truth and lie becomes one 

concerning the rhetorical dimensions of his philosophy, posing a self-
reflexive dilemma that remains for post-structuralist interpreters of 
Nietzsche to work through. These latter, whose radicalism does not always 
remain �faithful� to Nietzsche�s own, are faced with a problematic that en-
dangers the Nietzschean licence and argumentative strength of their 
thought. Their encounter with Nietzsche is therefore a hazardous enter-
prise, whose stakes can be defined by careful attention to the philosophical 
claims of �truth.� 

This paper adopts four discernable phases in Nietzsche�s thought to 
arrive at the heuristic registers referred to above and the theoretical distinc-
tions they bring to light. The first of these periods, roughly spanning the 
years 1872�1873, introduces the value of artistic deception over scientific 
distortion in the affirmation of life. The second emerges between 1874 and 
1881, where the notion of a human self-sacrifice for knowledge problema-
tises the will to truth as a kind of will to death. The last two trends, less 
temporally than theoretically distinct, develop the critique of scientific 
knowledge and the revaluation of moral values. These four phases give 
rise to the internal problem of truth and lie in Nietzsche�s thought, a topic 
discussed with reference to recent Nietzschean positions in the final two 
sections of the paper. 

Apolline Illusion and Dionysiac Truth: 
The Value of “Art” as an Affirmation of Life 

In his first major work, The Birth of Tragedy (1872), Nietzsche desig-
nates the dual conceptions of the �Apolline� and the �Dionysiac� as the two 
opposable yet complementary forces underpinning the artistic evolution of 
Western civilisation. Here, the Apolline principle of illusion imparts a ficti-
tious quality to human consciousness and culture.1 Yet this dream state is 
nonetheless affirmed by Nietzsche, who explains how its healing, soporific 
power nurtures and conditions humanity to endure the otherwise intolerable 
gulf of the Dionysiac. 

Within this schema, the Dionysiac � portrayed as the �primal Oneness, 
eternally suffering and contradictory�2 � epitomises Nietzsche�s early ro-
manticism. Through an employment of truth and lie, he contests the notion 
that modern cultural forms are able to express this core of �universal exis-
tence�: merely opening out towards the evanescent realm of phenomenal 
perception, they permit no access to the �deeper region� of Dionysiac 
metaphysical being. Nietzsche thus posits a fundamental disparity between 
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�authentic, natural truth,� and �the lie of culture masquerading as the sole 
reality� � a comparison he redoubles as a �contrast between the eternal 
core of things, the thing in itself, and the entire world of phenomena.�3

This conceptual framework stands incongruent in relation to 
Nietzsche�s later thought, since the Dionysiac �thing in itself� � which is op-
posed to, indeed unattainable through, the Apolline world of phenomena � 
represents a form of transcendental idealism. In other words, to venerate 
Attic tragedy as a synergy of Dionysiac and Apolline forces � to privilege in 
its revelation of �otherworldly� Dionysiac knowledge a cultural practice that 
nonetheless remains safely �veiled� by the Apolline illusion � is strikingly 
romantic, even quasi-religious, for a thinker who would later adopt an 
iconoclastic position regarding all claims to transcendent knowledge. 

Nonetheless, Nietzsche�s early formulations manifest the elements of 
an emerging critical approach: the attempted invalidation of scientific opti-
mism whose emblem is the vilified Socrates. At the conclusion of the first 
version of The Birth of Tragedy,4 Nietzsche alludes to the inevitable ten-
sion between pure knowledge and human life by arguing that �theoretical 
man,� in naïvely attempting to conceptualise the world solely through ab-
stract logical terms, runs aground upon the necessarily �human, all-too-
human� pre-conditions of knowledge: 

Spurred on by its powerful illusion, science is rushing irresistibly to 
its limits, where the optimism essential to logic collapses. For the pe-
riphery of the circle of science has an infinite number of points, and 
while it is as yet impossible to tell how the circle could ever be fully 
measured, the noble, gifted man � inevitably reaches that periph-
eral boundary, where he finds himself staring into the ineffable. If he 
sees here, to his dismay, how logic twists around itself and finally 
bites itself in the tail, there dawns a new form of knowledge, tragic 
knowledge, which needs art as both protection and remedy, if we 
are to bear it.5

The imagery of the snake biting its own tail symbolises the fundamental re-
quirement of human belief in logic: belief as an �irrational� element that un-
dermines logic from within.6 With this critique, Nietzsche implies that �pes-
simistic� art, specifically Greek tragedy, is the more �honest� human pursuit 
when compared to science: embracing the illusory and deceptive condi-
tions of existence, art-forms such as Greek tragedy rise above scientific op-
timism and its unconscious presuppositions that remain mendacious, de-
ceitful, and ultimately self-destructive. 

In his essay written the following year, �On Truth and Lies in a Non-
moral Sense� (1873), Nietzsche reiterates the dissimulation and deception 
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fundamental to the human condition. However, instead of positing the exis-
tence of a �thing in itself,� here he stops short at the phenomenal field of 
perception. Nietzsche argues that, in the passage from sensation to lan-
guage, phenomena trigger the �metaphorical� processes of nerve stimula-
tion that generate the visual and sound �images� constitutive of language 
use. Thus knowledge or experience of a �thing� can never establish its �es-
sence� but rather, formulated in and through language, only ever derive 
from this kind of creative human interpretation of the phenomenal world. 

Nietzsche�s line of argument is here over-coded by the problem of 
truth and lie in the realm of language. Attempting to undermine various pre-
conceptions of truth predominant in scientific discourse,7 he recasts the 
debate as a question of the metaphorical genesis of language and, subse-
quently, the rhetorical or �artistic� dimension of all truth. No longer thought 
to be the sovereign seat of rationality and logic, any sense of truth must be 
conceived through its originary deception and illusion � through the simu-
lated reality that humanity experiences in its relationship with things: 

What then is truth? A movable host of metaphors, metonymies, and 
anthropomorphisms: in short, a sum of human relations which have 
been poetically and rhetorically intensified, transferred, and embel-
lished, and which, after long usage, seem to a people to be fixed, 
canonical, and binding. Truths are illusions which we have forgotten 
are illusions; they are metaphors that have been drained of all sen-
suous force, coins which have lost their embossing and are now 
considered as metal and no longer as coins.8

Thus for Nietzsche, constituted through metaphors that have gradually 
been overlooked as such, scientific language builds an edifice of concepts 
upon thoroughly unscientific foundations. While such fictitious constructions 
provide security and consistency to human life, they inevitably betray a 
fundamental deceit that mistakes �illusions and anthropomorphisms� for 
�truths and correct perceptions,� with the criteria for the latter remaining un-
available. In the absence of such criteria, Nietzsche denounces scientific 
abstraction and its denial of an artistic vitality to the human experience of 
the sensory world.9

Therefore, rather than embracing the phenomenal field of transitory il-
lusions, humanity�s industry towards an eternal conceptual fortress repre-
sents for Nietzsche a form of blind naïveté and delusion: fundamentally, it 
is a misrepresentation of the nature of �truth.� In order to emphasise and 
embellish this point, he draws a distinction between the �slavish� man of ri-
gidified concepts � whose activity and thought is distinguished by 
Verzerrung (distortion) � and the �free� intellect as master of Verstellung 
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(dissimulation, pretence, affectation). Nietzsche�s romanticism also returns 
in this rivalry between the orderly, logical world of concepts and the power-
ful �intuitions� that break apart and rearrange these conceptual barriers.10

By maintaining this precipitous opposition between the �rational� and 
the �intuitive,� Nietzsche degrades the value of reason in sustaining human 
life. Yet, while his language and argument appear quixotic, it is in this early 
phase of his thought that Nietzsche establishes the comprehensive sense 
of �art� that remains productive throughout his philosophical development. 
For Nietzsche, consecrated as the practice of both artistry and artifice, art 
eternally redeems humanity in confronting the inscrutability of existence. 

The Dialectic of Knowledge and Life: 
Humanity’s Self-Sacrifice for Truth 

The first major shift in Nietzsche�s treatment of truth and lie is marked 
by a concerted examination of the tension between human life and scien-
tific knowledge � a problem that receives explicit attention in the essay �On 
the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life� (1874). Here, Nietzsche 
describes humanity�s need for security and rest that is afforded through be-
lief in the eternal and the stable. However, in a kind of theoretical about-
face, it is the drive to knowledge � the �concept-quake caused by sci-
ence�11 � that is now considered disruptive and dangerous for human life. 
Hence the fundamental question for Nietzsche is phrased in the following 
terms: 

Is life to dominate knowledge and science, or is knowledge to domi-
nate life? Which of these two forces is the higher and more deci-
sive? There can be no doubt: life is the higher, the dominating force, 
for knowledge which annihilated life would have annihilated itself 
with it. Knowledge presupposes life and thus has in the preservation 
of life the same interest as any creature has in its own continued ex-
istence.12

Here Nietzsche resolves upon life as the overriding influence; it is life that 
supplies the pre-conditions to all human knowledge, serving as its continu-
ous source of sustenance. This point of view provides Nietzsche with a fur-
ther insight: if science and its desire for knowledge inevitably fall under the 
dominion of life, then the quest for truth can no longer be considered un-
contaminated by human interest. Consequently, he explains, the will to 
knowledge is constituted through a co-mingling of diverse � yet very human 
� impulses and drives in the man of science. Taken as a symptom of pre-
vailing cultural values, the scholar is transfigured by the ostensible purity of 
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scientific research, such that the component drives underlying his will to 
truth become obscured from critical view.13

Yet in Human, All Too Human (1878-80), Nietzsche speculates upon 
the possibility of knowledge purged of all human instincts and aesthetic illu-
sions. Ineradicably breaking with his earlier metaphysical conceptions, and 
no longer sympathetic to the intoxicating quality of art, Nietzsche re-
nounces any �eternalising� or �essentialising� of truth. Instead, he advo-
cates an historical-philosophical science disciplined in hard-won, simple, 
and unpretentious knowledge.14

In this movement, the fundamental problem addressed by Nietzsche is 
that of the �illogical� requirements and pre-conditions of human life.15 Por-
traying religion and art as the chief historical agents to propagate anaesthe-
tising illusions and errors, he warns that over time human ignorance has 
reached such a point that there �arises the danger that man may bleed to 
death from knowledge of truth.� 16  Reversing his previous position, 
Nietzsche now appears to privilege the scientist and seeker after knowl-
edge � with his �simple and sober methods and results� � over the delu-
sions and deceptions of the artist, whose �glittering, profound interpreta-
tions of life� are predicated upon �the fantastic, mythical, uncertain, ex-
treme.�17

For Nietzsche, a sceptical critical method, in its ability to see through 
the errors essential for human happiness, is best equipped for the discov-
ery of pure and unadulterated knowledge. Yet even the suspicious ascetic 
mind needs a certain degree of pleasure: he therefore proposes that a 
double-brain, containing both the heat of �illusions, onesidednesses, pas-
sions,� together with the cool reason of science, is required to preserve a 
human interest in truth.18

Developing this dialectic further still, with Daybreak (1881) Nietzsche 
introduces the prospect of humanity�s self-sacrifice for knowledge. While 
failing to substantiate the reasons why �knowledge of truth would remain as 
the one tremendous goal commensurate with such a sacrifice,� Nietzsche 
suggests that the extent of humanity�s self-experimentation has yet to be 
fully realised.19 Here, he eschews the various �cures� through which hu-
manity has hitherto disguised error as a form of truth: for Nietzsche, strong 
inquisitors and truth-seekers ought to be free of all such consolation.20 At 
the zenith of his exaltation for knowledge �at any price,� Nietzsche forbids 
the return of humanity to happier stages of �barbaric� ignorance, arguing 
that: 

our drive to knowledge has become too strong for us to be able to 
want happiness without knowledge or the happiness of a strong, 
firmly rooted delusion; even to imagine such a state of things is pain-
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ful to us! ... Knowledge has in us been transformed into a passion 
which shrinks at no sacrifice and at bottom fears nothing but its own 
extinction � Yes, we hate barbarism � we would all prefer the de-
struction of mankind to a regression of knowledge! And finally: if 
mankind does not perish of a passion it will perish of a weakness: 
which do you prefer? This is the main question. Do we desire for 
mankind an end in fire and light or one in the sand?21

It appears that with this zeal and fervour Nietzsche transforms truth � which 
remains throughout his thought an unknown, perhaps unknowable, quantity 
in a history constituted through delusion and error � into an elusive and 
strangely utopian ideal. For Michel Foucault, this Nietzschean problem is 
emblematic of a new kind of philosophical dilemma, thematising the �in-
stinctive violence� in the desire to know [vouloir-savoir] that threatens to 
sacrifice the human subject of knowledge [connaissance].22 Yet, despite its 
definitive position within Foucault�s interpretation, Nietzsche�s outlook here 
remains �experimental� and incomplete. 

Truth Subordinate to the Criterion of “Power”: 
The Critique of Scientific Knowledge as Fiction 

Developing the truth/lie thematic further still, Nietzsche supplants the 
motif of a human self-sacrifice for knowledge with his conception of The 
Gay Science (1882), a move that serves to alleviate all �nauseating� knowl-
edge of life as an effective antidote to forms of moral weight and burden.23 
This opposition between the light-hearted and the grave is extended in 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra (1883-5), where the moral and gregarious �spirit of 
gravity� � with its fetters of received knowledge and judgement � is coun-
terposed to the individual�s light, bird-like spirit of questioning and self-
valuation.24

Yet for Nietzsche, the individual pursuit towards the realisation of truth 
involves both scepticism and self-sacrifice. Thus in the words of Zarathus-
tra: �Commanding is more difficult than obeying � In all commanding there 
appeared to me an experiment and a risk: and the living creature always 
risks himself when he commands.�25 The individual truth-seeker has here 
become both jovial and daring; pre-supposing that wisdom is false where it 
does not also occasion dancing and laughter, 26  Nietzsche advocates a 
progressive self-sacrifice for truth without entailing � as necessity � a 
wholesale destruction of the subject of knowledge. 

He is now animated by a new �spirit,� combining his former enthusi-
asms into an apparently paradoxical conception of life and truth: �Spirit is 
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the life that itself strikes into life: through its own torment it increases its 
own knowledge.�27 Through this, his celebrated notion of self-overcoming, 
Nietzsche proposes that a self-destructive instinct is inexorably at work in 
the will to knowledge, conquering all that survives through human weak-
ness. 

It is therefore not the �virtues� of religious piety, moral obedience, or 
scientific sobriety that validate claims to truth; rather, the governing criterion 
now explicitly acknowledged by Nietzsche is that of strength or �power.�28 
Approached by way of self-overcoming, �truth� becomes a function of the 
capacity of the individual to receive life unadulterated by comforting con-
ceptual fallacies and moral delusions. Nietzsche deliberates upon this 
standard of measure in a passage from Beyond Good and Evil (1886): 

No one is likely to consider a doctrine true merely because it makes 
happy or makes virtuous � Something might be true although at the 
same time harmful and dangerous in the highest degree; indeed, it 
could pertain to the fundamental nature of existence that a complete 
knowledge of it would destroy one � so that the strength of a spirit 
could be measured by how much �truth� it could take, more clearly, 
to what degree it needed it attenuated, veiled, sweetened, blunted, 
and falsified.29

Even in this now rare suggestion of its existence as a somehow �positive� 
attribute of knowledge, truth is always approached by Nietzsche specula-
tively � its definition always given negatively. Such is the state of affairs in 
his criticism of scientific knowledge. Rejecting the assertion that science 
has in any way succeeded in establishing truth, Nietzsche explains how the 
reputedly �objective� knowledge of science has, in fact, evolved: through a 
simplification of the world in terms of humanity�s own subjective coordi-
nates and necessarily partial perspectives on life.30

He describes the �strange simplification and falsification mankind lives 
in� that is due to an intellectual �divine desire for wanton gambolling and 
false conclusions!� For Nietzsche, science and its concepts have merely 
taught us: 

how to retain our ignorance so as to enjoy an almost inconceivable 
freedom, frivolity, impetuosity, bravery, cheerfulness of life, so as to 
enjoy life! And only on this now firm and granite basis of ignorance 
has knowledge hitherto been able to rise up, the will to knowledge 
on the basis of a far more powerful will, the will to non-knowledge, to 
the uncertain, to the untrue! ... [H]ere and there we grasp that fact 
and laugh at how it is precisely the best knowledge that wants most 
to hold us in this simplified, altogether artificial, fabricated, falsified 
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world, how it is willy-nilly in love with error because, as a living be-
ing, it is � in love with life!31

In Nietzsche�s critical revaluation of science, the standards formerly be-
lieved central to scientific research � reality and truth � are replaced with 
criteria pertaining to human interest and utility. His line of questioning no 
longer concerns the truth of a doctrine, but rather �to what extent it is life-
advancing, life-preserving.� In a world where he conceives the entirety of 
truth to be precluded from the narrow confines of human understanding, 
Nietzsche explains that the fallacies of science must be affirmed: for �with-
out granting as true the fictions of logic, without measuring reality against 
the purely invented world of the unconditional and self-identical, without a 
continual falsification of the world by means of numbers, mankind could not 
live.� Testifying to the semantic innovation in his treatment of truth and lie, 
he declares that to �recognize untruth as a condition of life: that, to be sure, 
means to resist customary value-sentiments in a dangerous fashion; and a 
philosophy which ventures to do so places itself, by that act alone, beyond 
good and evil.�32

With this emphatic self-referential statement, it becomes apparent to 
what extent Nietzsche�s thematic of truth and lie falls back upon the dialec-
tic of death and life, in relation to which it has become indissociable as rhe-
torical device and means of expression. However, as Nietzsche�s critique of 
science intensifies, so does the improbability of all claims to truth, including 
his own. Formulating power as the overriding principle of life, Nietzsche 
calls for a revaluation of the will to truth33 � yet in the process the function 
of �truth� within his own philosophy becomes increasingly problematic. 

Moral Deception and the “Holy Lie”: 
Fictitious Foundations for the Judgement of Truth 

In the most polemical phase of the thematic, Nietzsche inaugurates a 
revaluation of the religious and moral sense of truth, employing the termi-
nology of truth and lie in an exaggerated and often-disparaging manner.34 
With his work On the Genealogy of Morals (1887), Nietzsche sets into op-
position �noble� and �slave� systems of moral judgement, where this di-
chotomous terminology incorporates in its turn an active and reactive typo-
logical conception of power.35

In the case of slave morality, a malignant creativity serves to generate 
the evaluative perspective of the �herd� � one that is originally predicated 
upon an exclusion and negation of the more powerful other. All slave mor-
als are thus for Nietzsche interpretations fabricated through the reactivity of 
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ressentiment.36 By contrast, noble values express an active use of inter-
pretation: �The well bred felt themselves to be �the fortunate�; they did not 
have to construe their fortune artificially through a glance at their enemies, 
to persuade themselves of it, to convince themselves through lying (as all 
men of ressentiment usually do).�37 The �good� of the nobleman represents 
a primary and thus active status of interpretation, while the �evil� of the herd 
is a reactive concept � the �foundational myth� of slave morality. 

For Nietzsche, the morality of the herd establishes an order of con-
straining fictions, such as the paralogism of force separated from what it 
can do.38 Nietzsche pushes his �physiological� understanding of culture to 
the forefront in his explanation of these fictions; prevalent in juridical and 
religious institutions, they arise wherever the reactive type successfully 
fashions limitation and weakness as moderation and strength. In the inter-
ests of the slave�s own survival and self-defence, a constitutional physio-
logical inability for action here becomes not only sanctioned but sanctified. 
The �cleverness� of the slavish: 

has, thanks to the forgery and self-deception of impotence, clothed 
itself in the magnificence of self-abnegating, calm, and patient virtue, 
exactly as if the weakness of the weak man itself � were a free 
achievement, something willed, chosen, a deed, a merit. Bound to 
do so by his instinct of self-preservation and self-affirmation, which 
habitually sanctifies every lie, this kind of man discovered his faith in 
the indifferent, freely choosing �subject.�39

For Nietzsche, belief in the fiction of the subject organises a ressentiment 
towards the active forces of noble morality. With the mediation of the 
�priestly type,� an overall reactive organisation of faith is developed through 
the foundation and deployment of religious fictions: the �ascetic ideals.� 
Yet, according to Nietzsche, the ascetic life as a value is nothing but para-
dox and contradiction. It sustains, in place of an active and creative orienta-
tion, a congestion of the physiological source of power, bringing about a 
perversion of the concepts of false and true: �That which is most harmful to 
life is here called �true,� that which enhances, intensifies, affirms, justifies it 
and causes it to triumph is called �false.��40

Ascetic ideals operate with reference to the �next world� by a correla-
tive repudiation of this world, the body, and sensibility. In his employment of 
these ideals, the priestly type is fortified by the power of what Nietzsche 
terms the �holy lie.� A principle of religious authority, the holy lie orches-
trates observance to totalising fictions as an exclusionary form of faith.41 
Yet, since the distinction between truth and lie remains undecidable for 
Nietzsche, there are no legitimate grounds upon which the priest can lay 
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claim to any ultimate meaning or universal truth: 

There are questions whose truth or untruth cannot be decided by 
man; all the supreme questions, all the supreme problems of value 
are beyond human reason ... Moral: the priest does not lie � the 
question �true� or �untrue� does not arise in such things as priests 
speak of; these things do not permit of lying at all. For in order to lie 
one would have to be able to decide what is true here. But this is 
precisely what mankind cannot do � [The] right to lie and the 
shrewdness of a �revelation� pertains to the type priest � The �Law,� 
the �will of God,� the �sacred book,� �inspiration� � all merely words 
for the conditions under which the priest comes to power, by which 
he maintains his power, these concepts are to be found at the basis 
of all priest organizations, all priestly or priestly-philosophical power-
structures. The �holy lie� � common to Confucius, the Law-Book of 
Manu, Mohammed, the Christian Church � : it is not lacking in Plato. 
�The truth exists�: this means, wherever it is heard, the priest is ly-
ing.42

While Nietzsche�s application of the lie here escalates into a vitriolic attack 
upon all �fraudulent� religious interpretations of truth, his critique of morality 
is governed by the same principles underlying his epistemological critique 
of science � exposing the fictionalising trends in human interpretation that 
distort the dimension of power in the artificial element of truth and lie. Yet, 
in his denunciation of the �holy lie,� Nietzsche�s very exaggeration of moral 
duplicity induces a concession that he was hitherto seemingly reluctant to 
permit: the impossibility of being able to affirm, predetermine, or circum-
scribe the value of �truth,� which remains problematic in establishing the 
authority of his own philosophical position. 

The Interpretive Stakes of Truth and Lie: 
Positioning Nietzsche in Post-Structuralism 

In the absence of being able to uncritically affirm truth, posing its very 
value as a problem in itself may be considered the �dramatic� culmination 
of Nietzsche�s thematic on truth and lie. This presentation on the problem-
atic of truth is encompassed in a key passage from book five of The Gay 
Science (1887), �How we, too, are still pious,� where Nietzsche questions 
the �morality� of the scientific will to truth in its opposition to a world that is 
apparently �not moral.�43

Here, Nietzsche once again frames his thematic of truth and lie in 
terms of the dialectic of life and death, where science, in its quest for 
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knowledge, is considered in potentia to be something �that is hostile to life 
and destructive. � �Will to truth� � that might be a concealed will to death.�44 
Through this problematisation of the will to truth, Nietzsche attempts to un-
veil an idealism fundamental to the scientific faith; the morality of science 
affirms another world, acting in �bad faith� by negating �our� world of delu-
sion and error: 

It is still a metaphysical faith upon which our faith in science rests � 
that even we seekers after knowledge today, we godless anti-
metaphysicians still take our fire, too, from the flame lit by a faith that 
is thousands of years old, that Christian faith which was also the 
faith of Plato, that God is the truth, that truth is divine. � But what if 
this should become more and more incredible, if nothing should 
prove to be divine any more unless it were error, blindness, the lie � 
if God himself should prove to be our most enduring lie?45

The interpretation given to this passage is pivotal: not only does it shape 
the overall construal of Nietzsche�s treatment of truth and lie, it also deter-
mines how the �problematical� status of the thematic will function within 
those philosophical positions inspired by his thought. The stakes of this in-
terpretative venture are therefore inseparable from the question of a fidelity 
to Nietzsche in post-structuralism, where these recent uses of Nietzsche 
are at risk of falling prey to the metaphysical duality of truth and appear-
ance.  

Foucault identifies Nietzsche�s position on the will to truth with the 
revelation of a self-destructive principle of knowledge. This perspective, 
however, fails to adequately address Nietzsche�s affirmation of the lie in his 
conception of art � an affirmation that is fundamental to his critique of both 
science and morality. Similarly, in the field of Nietzsche scholarship, Walter 
Kaufmann identifies the belief in truth described in the passage with 
Nietzsche�s own philosophical stance.46 In this interpretation, Kaufmann�s 
disregard for the problematisation of truth � one that provides the corner-
stone to Nietzsche�s argument � is untenable. As Nietzsche explains: belief 
in truth is an age-old faith in a lie, thus to be �pious� in the sense developed 
in the passage is to be morally naïve, world-denying, and credulous of a 
false philosophical-religious construct. 

This critical tone is recognised by other prominent interpreters of 
Nietzsche, most notably Gilles Deleuze. Paying specific attention to the 
passage in question, Deleuze charts Nietzsche�s progression from the 
speculative position (�what is the value of truth?�), to the erroneous moral 
opposition (�true world versus world of deception�), to the ascetic contradic-
tion (�denial of our world of illusion�).47 Yet, while he does perceive the 
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stakes of Nietzsche�s argument, and also develops his critique of the scien-
tific �faith,� Deleuze does not always successfully account for the problem-
atical status of the thematic, categorically situating Nietzsche�s thought in 
the artistic realm of illusion and deception.48

In this movement, which betrays Deleuze�s own position more than 
that of his subject,49 the intrinsic problem of truth for Nietzsche�s philoso-
phy is overlooked. Maintaining the supremacy of the will to power over the 
will to truth, Deleuze claims that �Nietzsche snatches thought from the ele-
ment of truth and falsity. He turns it into an interpretation and an evaluation, 
interpretation of forces, evaluation of power.�50 However, Deleuze�s em-
phasis on Nietzsche�s critical project results in his neglecting the foundation 
of truth required for its justification � a sense of �the real� that remains elu-
sive and ideal for Nietzsche, but one never totally absent from his thought. 

This qualification is provided by Clément Rosset, who nonetheless 
finds no disagreement or contradiction within Nietzsche�s philosophy on 
this issue. For Rosset, Nietzsche�s affirmation of the real, �based on no 
avowed reasoning,� is without philosophical substance or support: it �can-
not appeal to any thought on which to stand and in which to find the outline 
of a foundation � The fulcrum on which the system rests is thus simulta-
neously highly operative and almost invisible ... remain[ing] outside the 
purview of its own invocation.�51 Despite this admission, Rosset maintains 
that truth and lie function as oppositional terms in Nietzsche�s philosophy, 
the task of which remains to critically differentiate the �false� affirmations of 
reality from the �true.�52

Jacques Derrida attempts to circumvent the perils which plague the in-
terpretations of Nietzsche outlined above. His approach � developing the 
�question of style� as applied to the �allegorical� figure of woman/truth � 
maintains the irrelevancy of all oppositional, hermeneutic, or systematic in-
terpretations of Nietzsche.53 Rather than positioning Nietzsche on either 
side of the metaphysical duality of truth and appearance, Derrida insists 
upon the undecidable quality of his thought: �The question of the woman 
suspends the decidable opposition of true and non-true and inaugurates 
the epochal regime of quotation marks which is to be enforced for every 
concept belonging to the system of philosophical decidability. The herme-
neutic project which postulates a true sense of the text is disqualified under 
this regime.�54

Our understanding of the thematic, while avoiding a mere repetition of 
this Derridean position, will nonetheless refrain from positing any decidable 
opposition of truth and lie in Nietzsche�s text. Rather, it would appear that 
Nietzsche�s thematic � resisting those interpretations that align it with either 
the will to truth or the affirmation of appearance � is immersed in a kind of 
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equivocation. Kaufmann approaches this problem through his self-reflexive 
treatment of Nietzsche�s conception of the will to power: 

Nietzsche asserts that any attempt to understand the universe is 
prompted by man�s will to power. If so, it would seem that his own 
conception of the will to power must be admitted by him to be a 
creation of his will to power. Is not Nietzsche therefore in the pre-
dicament of Epimenides, the Cretan? If his assertion is correct, it is a 
fiction.55

Here we have what may be termed the Nietzschean knot; in the self-
reflexive collapse of the oppositional operation of truth and lie, the argu-
ments Nietzsche develops are nullified and break down, or else necessitate 
a different interpretative approach. Where truth and lie are employed in an 
antagonistic or hierarchical sense, one can now only assume the influence 
of rhetoric, dramatisation, and fiction. If Nietzsche�s thematic has estab-
lished anything, it is the abolition � through the �sacrifice� enacted in his 
own thought � of the conventional philosophical ground upon which to dif-
ferentiate falsity from truth. 

Rhetoric, Fiction, and the Extra-Moral Lie: 
The Value of “Art” in Nietzschean Thought 

From this perspective, we inevitably turn to the status of �art� and the 
various fictional, rhetorical, and narrative modes adopted in Nietzsche�s 
work.56 Given the predicament of the Nietzschean knot, we may question 
the relationship between these stylistic elements and Nietzsche�s overall 
treatment of truth and lie. Through this approach, the development of the 
thematic can be considered in connection with Nietzsche�s various forms of 
artistry which, testifying to the rhetorical dimension of language rather than 
an absolute conception of truth, commit him to a defence and vindication of 
the �lie.� 

This question lends itself to another regarding the �artistic� status of 
post-structuralist interpretations of Nietzsche: granted the predominance of 
rhetoric and �style� in the work of the German philosopher, do these critical 
thinkers � who, according to Rosset, radicalise his ideas beyond any rec-
ognition of their original motivation57 � utilise Nietzsche as a rhetorical de-
vice and figure for their own thought? This problem is particularly relevant 
in the case of Deleuze, who incorporates the proper name of Nietzsche � 
together with some of his central terms � into the conceptual framework of 
his own discourse, thereby augmenting its powers of persuasion. 

While the question is not clearly addressed within the work of Deleuze, 
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instances of rhetorical self-reflection are present � if fleeting � in Nietzsche. 
Engaging in ironic play with conceptual truth, Nietzsche ultimately con-
cedes the interpretive and artistic foundation of his philosophical position.58 
Likewise, in the character of Zarathustra � a fictionalisation of his philoso-
phical thought � the self-contradiction inherent in Nietzsche�s presentation 
of truth and lie is facetiously confessed.59

In his later thought, Nietzsche justifies this advocacy of �art� through its 
power to redouble human interpretation in the interests of life-affirmation. 
Modifying his earlier sense of the term, Nietzsche now considers the artist 
a Dionysiac spirit who counter-poses the spirit of mendacious life-denial � 
one equally prevalent in the holy lie and the scientific will to truth. Combat-
ing this �symptom of declining life,� manifested wherever the world is di-
vided into the �real� and the �apparent,� the �artist places a higher value on 
appearance than on reality � [for] �appearance� here signifies reality once 
more, only selected, strengthened, corrected � [It] is precisely he who af-
firms all that is questionable and terrible in existence, he is Dionysian.�60

While it would be incorrect to claim that Nietzsche was altogether con-
sistent in this approach, one could ask whether his philosophy, as an affir-
mation of art, is projected outside the oppositional structure of truth versus 
lie, or reality versus appearance? Alternatively, and to reframe the ques-
tion: in what manner is Nietzsche�s thematic conveyed in a non-moral, per-
haps extra-moral, sense? The three heuristic registers (moral, epistemo-
logical, aesthetic) outlined in the introduction of this essay can help to clar-
ify the problem. 

Although riddled with internal contradictions � not the least being an 
indefensible idealisation of truth as a perilous, if not unattainable, individual 
goal � Nietzsche�s thematic extends the conventional semantic frameworks 
of both �truth� and �lie.� Through his critical methodology of a revaluation of 
values, Nietzsche declares the domains of morality and science to be 
predicated upon fiction: it is thus an all-embracing conception of �art� that is 
established through the thematic, one that challenges any traditional moral 
or epistemological employment of truth and lie. 

In his final affirmation of art, Nietzsche develops the �extra-moral lie� 
as a creative concept of �truth� whose standard of measure � power � is 
projected beyond the oppositional structure of moral valuation. While con-
fronting the insuperable epistemological predicament established through 
his critique of science � the incapacity of the will to knowledge to ever real-
ise a presupposed transcendence of truth � Nietzsche affirms the lie of the 
artist, ultimately his own, as one endlessly advancing the growth of power 
for human life. Yet, in this movement, the thematic on truth and lie endan-
gers the conditions required for its own philosophical existence. This prob-
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lem of interpretation thus remains an essential concern for all critical ap-
proaches that base themselves upon Nietzsche�s thought. 
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